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S 1FRINTENDENT'S SUMMARY

A Staff Development Cooperative constvting of seven school districts was
established to organize and supervise teacher in-serviceprior to the begin-
ning of the 1982-83 school year. The Co-op members were Medina Valley, Hondo,
Bandera, Devine, Lytle, Natalie, and Somerset school districts. Twenty con-

°sultants were hired togive presentations on August 23rd or 24th. The par-
ticipantacwere teachers and teacher aides from all grade levels. All but one
of the presentations was evaluated (no'evaluarlon-was done for "Administrative
Decision Making").

,Medina Valley ISD, through its membership Lhe ESC-20 Evaluation Co -op,'
reqUested that a staff evaluator conducean analysis of the completed Work-
shop Evaluation Forms (WEF) and report the' findings. A total of 1698 WEF's
were completed by the participants and have been analyzed using a TRS-80 Micro-

,computer. The major. findings are:

Attendance varied considerably from a high of approximately
232* for: "Parent/Teaoher Relations" to a low, of 11 for
"Band/Marching Skills."

The topic receiving the'most positive rating based on
question //12 on the WEF (Compare this workshop to others)
was "Parent/Teacher Relations." Others receiving very high
ratings were:

"Student Motivation" (by Beverly Barlow)

"Stress Management"

"Paraprofessionals -- Working in Interpersonal
Relations

"Assertive Discipline"

"Basic Skills -- Mathematics"

"Reading in the Content Areas"

The presentation receiving the'.1east favorable ratings was
"Student Motivation" (by Linda Jimenez).

In looking at the'ratings by school districts, those topics
that had fewer than five participants from a district were
excluded as having boo small a number to make a.valid com-
parison. The most favorable presentation(s) by district
1-ere ,r.

*This is based on the number of completed WEFts.
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-- "Parent/Teacher Relations"

"G feed and Talented Programs" and
"Pc=araprofessionals.--Working in Inter-

personal Relations"

'dery -'Paraprofessionals--Work ng in late
personal Relations"

;rev e- 7=ifted and Talented Programs' and
'EE3--ehavior Modification" -

Lytle-- ".7=tress Management"

Natalia rg `Parent /Teacher Relations"

"Basic SkillsMathematics"7. Sornerse

Most of the comments =made by the participants weee favorable.
The most cmernoncriticLzism was that teachers were not given a
choice nf what topics they would attend, resulting in some
attending topicsirrelWevent to their needs.

The following report cons steuf t _iree sections. A b-

section is:

Section 1

description of each

This section providesmkshoF=, evaluation n results shown by consultant.
This gives an over-all'picturemm of in-service evaluation results.

Section II-

This section previded61uation results by consultant by school dis-
trict. In Section I, results from all Of the seven school distriCts
were combined. In Section II results are separated and reported by
school district. Thelma berating analyzed on the workshop evaluation
questionnaire is in italics a the top of each page. Caution should be
exercised in looking at pexcerwmtages with a very small "W.

Section III '

This section has general'eomments written by the participant on the_

workshop evaluation questionnire. -Duplicated comments are indicated
by the number of participants making the comment in parenthesis.

The evaluator would like,tonote tilme_at Section I is not an exact composite of
Section II. A more technical expls--nation of why it is not will gladly be
furnished-upon request.
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DATE

EVALUATION RESULTS

COOPERATIVE IN-SERVICE

TABS (Secondary Teachers)

AuguSt 23, 1982.

SREAKER Betty-Child.

wORKSEOP EVALUATION_QUESTIONS:

The session objectives were clear to me.

2. The session objectives were reached.

3.. I have obtained new and helpful information
in this.session.

4. The speaker had a thorough knowledge of his/her
subject matter.

This workshop was well planned.

The speaker provided teaching methodologies
I can use to meet the needs ST my Studerits.

7. :I would like to see future workshops presented
In this same manner.

I feel that I will need additions support in
order to implement what was presented in this
session.

9. I will be able to go back to my classrooi and
implement the ideas presented.

10. I was able to ask questions and/or express my
opinions.

11. eager to try scene of the ideas.'

12. On'the following scale, please compare this
workshop with other workshops you have
attended.

YES

D % BY S NSt

NO

71 . 93 5

70 ' 96

67 88

74 99 1

69 93

70 92

57 80 14 2 t0

21 30 49 7,"0

91

67 93 : 7'

63 86 10

Poor

N 5

z

Average

23

32

silent
43

.61



EvALUATI REsUIA'

COOPERATIVE

ToPIC . TABS (Elementary :reacher

DATE: August 24 1982

AS ER. ty Child-

WOUS1101;- EVALUATION QUESTIONS_:

1.. The s_e silionobjetives were clear to me,

2. The sessiterio,bjftctives were reached.

I have otytained new and helpful info
in thl.s .session=

on

The speak t had a. thorough knowledge of IOW
subject Dikter.

5. This terk lop 1 planned.

6. The ~sl eakel provided teaching Methodologies
I can Lisa tornez the needs. of my students.

in thi.
o see future- workshops prese

Former.

8. I feel that I will need additional support
order to ltnplarnertt what was presented- in rh
ses!--3

'I will he able'to go back to my classroom
implealent rho id.aas presented.

ed

10. I was able to ask. questions and/or express any

(Tittle,

I am cage to try some of the ideas.,

On the fo Lowing scale, please compare
'workshop s&thothar workshops you hal/4
attended.

r

/AND % BY RESPONSE

YES NO

14]_ 93 7

Vt 45 8

118 80 29 20

147 98

.136 94 6

118 83 24 17

94 68 45 32

66 49 68 51

126 90 14 10.

141 99

1.:L9 21 14

Poor Average Excellent
N _ 5 69 _ '65

50 47



EVALUATION RESULTS

COOPERATIVE INSERVICE ;

TOPIC Student Motivation

DATE August 23, 1982

SPEAKER Linda 'Jimenez

I

WORKSHOP EVALUATION QUESTIONS :

1.. The sessie oh ectivesffwpre clear to-me.

2. The session objectives were reached.

I have obtained new
in this session..

\-

and helpful information.

4. The speaker had a thorough knowledge of his /her
subject matter

5. This workshop was well planned.

6. The speaker provided teaching methodologies
I can use io meet the needs of my students.

7. I would like to see future workshops presented
Ip this same manner.

I= feel that will need.additonal support
order to implement what was presented in this
session.

I will be able to go back to my classroom and
implement the ideae presented.

__10. 1 was able to ask questions and /or express my
opinions.. %

11. I am. eager to try some of the ideas.

y.

12. On the following scale, please compare this
workshop with other workshops_you have
attended.'

YES

EY RESPONSE,.

NO
4

45 . 11

43 68

41 64

60 94

37 59

40 65

26 42

28 47

68

58 95

64

18 29

20 32

23 36

26

22

6

,36 58

31 53

20

21

32

36

Peor Average Excellent

N 14 38 10

23 61 ' 16



TOPIC

DATE

SPEAKER

EVALUATION EEsuLTS-

COOPERATIVE IN-S

Student Motivation

Auaiist 24, 1982

Beverly Barlow

WORKSHOP EVALVATI = UESTiONS:

The session objectives were clear to me.

The session objectives were reached.

I have obtained new and'heir4u1 inforMatio
in^this session.

4. The speaker had a thorough knowledge of her
subject matter.

This workshop was well planned.

6. The sp4aker provida teachAng methodologies
1 can use to meet the needs Of!my students;

uld like tv see future workshop's presented
in this same manner.

C

feel that I will need additi6nal support in
order to implement what was presented in this
sessibn.

fi

9. I will be able to go beak to my classroom and
implement the-,ideas presented.

p

.10. 1 was able to 'ask questions and express my
opinions.

_ry tote of .eidess..,

AND-. BY RESPONSE

ES NO

% N

96
fi

4

a

146 97 4

141 93 10 ,

99

AO 7 98

134 91 13

86 20.. 14

79 56 61 44

133 . 92 12 8

136 93 10

'onsgi

134 911- 6

12.. On the foil6wing scale, please compare this
workshop with other workshops you have
attended.

moor
2

1

Average

48

33

ExCelIent

95

66:



TOPIC

EVALUATION RESULTS

COOPERATIVE INSERVICE

Parent/TeachefoRelations

DATE August' 24, 1982

SPEAKER .Dr. Wayne Laugherty

WORKSHOP, EVALUATION QUESTIONS :

The session objectives were clear

2. The session-objectives
_

-ere veaChed.

s.

l have obtained new and helpful information
in this -session. ,

./

The speaker had a thorough knowledge of his/her
subject matter.

This workshop was well planned.

6" The speaker provided teaching methodologies
I-can use tpmeet thneeds of my students.

I wonid"like ,to see future workshops presented
in this same manner.

'

I feel that IwAll need additional support
order to implement what,was- Presented in this
ession.

be able to go badk to-mY*plassi om and
implement the ideas presented..

. A was able.to ask questions and/or express my.
opinions.

11. I pm eager to try some, of. ihe

12.

# AND % BY RESPONSE

YES NO

N

#226 97

224 97 7

217 94 14

230 99 1

224 97

212

* s

205 =90 10

'107 50 107* 50

221 . 98

223 98

U

210 97

On the following scaleir-pleatt dompa4w7 this
workshop AT other wdrkshope you have

Poor Av4age Exceil,n
.attended. N 48 '175

I . 21 78

- 10

.1



TOPIC

DATE

SPEAKER

WORKSHOP EV

EVALUATION RESULTS

COOPERATIVE INSERVICE

Oral Language/ESL

August 23, 1982

Martin Frie

-UATION QUESTIONS:

The session objectives were clear to me.

The sessionobjectives were reached.

3. I have obtained-new and helpful information,
in this session.

The speaker.ad a thorough knowledge of his /her .

Subject matter.

This workshop was well planneC

The speaker provided teaching methddologies
I can use to meet the needs of my-students. 114

I would like to see future workshops_ presented
in this same manner.

8. I feer.-tNt I will need additional support -in
order to tmplement what was- presented in this
session. --

I will be able to go back-to my
implement thd ideas presented.,

%

'O.\ 1 was able Ito ask questions'ind
opinions.

classroom and

express my

11. T nm esker to try some of.the ideas,

On the following scale, please compare this
workshop with other, workshops you have
attended. P

11

AND % BY RESPONSE -

YES NO

24 = 77 23

25 81, 6 19

23 77 7 23

'3r 100

26 84 5 16

27 87 4

21 70 9

22 71 9 29

77 23

29 100

25 =86 14

Poor' Average Excellent

N 2 14

50

12'

43



TOPIC

IiATE

SPEAKER

EVALUATION RESULTS

COOPERATIVE IN-SERVICE

Reading in the Content Areas

August 24, 1982

Dr. Jacquelyn Alexander

WORKSHOP EVALUATION QUESTIONS:

The session objectives were clear to me.

2. The session Objectives were reached..

3. I have obtained new and helpful information
in this session.

4. The speaker -had a thorough knowledge of his/her
subject matter.

This workshop was well planned.

6. The speaker provided teaching methodologies
I Can use to meet the needs of my studente.

7. I would like to see future workqhops presented
ih this same manner:

I feel that I will-need additional, support in
order to implement what was presented in this
session.

9. I will be able to go back to my classroom and
implement the ideas presented.

was able to ask questions and/or expressmy

11.- I am eager to try some of the ideas.

12. On the following scale, please compare thi
workshop with other workshops you have
attended.

- 12

4

AND % BY RESPONSE

YES

N

NO

81

39

95

94

5

6

73 86 12 14

85 100

77 91 8 9

76 89 9 11

62, 74 22 26

36 43 47 57

73 87 11 13

79 93 6

68 86 11 14

V 7

Poor Average ExCellent

N 1 26 55

1 32 67



TOPIC

DATE

SPEAKER

EVALUATION RESULTS

COOPERATIVE INSERVICE

Gifted and Talented Progra-

August 24, 1982

Lou Mangold

WORKSHOP EVALDATION_GLESTIONS:

1. The session objectives were clear to me.

, session objectives were reached.

VO obtained new and helpful in:ormation
in this session.

4. The speaker had a thorough knowledge of his/her
subject matter.

This workshop was well planned.

The speaker provided teaching methodologies
I can use to meet the needs of my students.

I would like to see future workshops presented
in this same manner.

feel that 1 will need additional support in
order to implement what was presented in this-
session.

9. 1 will be able to go back to my classroom and
implement the ideas presented.

10. I was able to ask clues -ns and/or express my
opinions.

.11. I am eager to try some -of the ideas.

12. On the following scale, please compare this
workshop with other workshops you have
attended.

AND % BY RESPONSE

YES

N z N

NO

47 98 1 2

48 100

98

48 100

98

47 100

45 96

37 80 9 20

46 100

42 89 5, 11

43 96

N

z

Poor Average

4

9

Excellent

=43 '

91



EVALUATION RESULTS

COOPERATIVE IN-SERVICE

TOPIC Test Construction

DATE August 23, 1982

SPEAKER Bob Hudson

woRKSHOP EVALUATION UESTIONS:

Thc, session objectives ere clear to me.

2. The session objectives were reached.

I have obtained new and helpful information
in this session.

4. The speaker had a thorough knowledge of his/her
subject matter.

This workshop was well planned.

'6. The speaker provided teaching methodologies
I can use to meet the needs of my students.

7. I would like Eo see future workshops presented
in, this same manner.

8. I feel that I will need additional support in
order to implement what wad presented in this
session.

9. I will be able to go back to my classroom and
implement the ideas presented.

10. 1 was, able to ask questions and/or express my
opinions.

11. I am eager to try some f the ideas.

12: On the following scale, please compare
workshop with-other wbrkshops you have

.

attdded..-

- 14

if AND BY RESPONSE

YES

N % N

NO

83 15 ___17

72 89 9 11

53 58 39 42

91 100

81 91 9

NA NA NA

29 33 58 67

NA. NA NA NA

NA NA NA- NA

79 88 11 12

20 27 53 73

Poor Average Excellent

N 13 '51

15

21

25



TOPIC

DATE

SPEAKER

EVALUATION RESULTS

COOPERATIVE IN-SERVICE

Basic Skills--Mathematics

August 24, 1982

Carolyn Felux

WORKSHOP EVALUATION UESTIONS:

The session objectives were clear to me.

The session objectives were reached.

I have obtained new and helpful information
in this session.

The speaker had a thorough knowledge of his/her
subject matter.

5. This workshop was well planned.

The speaker provided teaching mcthodologies
I can use to meet the:needs of my students.

ould like to see future workshops presented
this same manner.

I feel that I will need additional support In
order to implement what was presented in th4.,
session..

9. I will be able to go back to my classroom and
imnlement the ideas presented.

10. 1 was able to ask ques
opinions.

and/or express my

11. I am eager to try some of the ideas.

12. On the following scale, please compare this
workshop with other workshops you have
attended.

Y RESPONSE

YES NO

91 97

90 98 2 2

94 100

93 99

91 98 2

94 100

88 94

46 49 47 51

92 98 2

94 100

92 98 2'

Poor Average Excellent

N 1, 18: 69

1 20 79



EVALUATION RESULTS

COOPERATIVE IN-SERVICE

TOPIC Homemaking

DATE August 23, 1982

SPEAKER Barbara Woffard

WORKSHOP EVALUATION OUESTIONS.
_

1. The session objectives were clear to me.

The session objectives were reached.

3. I have obtained new and helpful information
in this session.

4. The speaker had a thorough knowledge o
subject matter.

his/her

5. This workshop was well planned.

6. The speaker provided teaching methodologies
can use to meet the needs of my students.

7. 1 would like to see future kshops presented,
in this same manner.

1feel they I will need- additional support in
order to implemer-c what was presented in this
session.

9. I will be able to go back to my classroom and
implement the ideas presented.

10. 1 was able to ask questions and /or express my
opinions.

11. I tun eager to try some of the ideas.

12. On the following scale, please compare this
workshop with other workshops you have

Attended.

- 16 -

N

13 100

13 100

13 100

100

100

100

13 100

2 15 11 85

100

13 100

100

AND % BY RESPONSE

YES NO

Poor, Average Excellent

3 10

23 -77



TO] LC

DATE

SPEAKER

EVALUATION RESULTS

COOPERATIVE IN-SERVICE

Band, t iarching Skills

August 24, 1982

Jan 1,?der

KSHOPEVA 'ATI -S T IOC

The session objectives were clear to me.

The session objectives were reached.

I have obtained new and helpful information
in this session.

The speaker had a thorough knowledge of his/her
subject matter.

5. This workshop was well planned.

The speaker provided teaching methodelogies
I can use to meet the needs of my students.

7. I would like to see future workshops presented
in this same manner.

feel that I will need additional support in
order to impiemeni. what was presented in this
session.

I will be able to go back to my classroom and
implement the ideas presented.

I was able to ask questions and /or express my
opinions.

11. l am eager to try some of the ideas.

12. On the following scale, please compare t__
workshop with other workshops you have
attended.

- 17-

N

AND % BY RESPONSE

N

NO

100 t

11

11

'100-

100

11 100

11 100

11 100

100

10 91 1 1

100

100

100

Room Average Excellent,

10

100%



C

DATE

SPEAKER

EVALUATION RESULTS

COOPERATIVE INSERVICE-

Future of Public School Education

August 24, 1982

Pr. Grace Grimes

WORKSHOP EVALUATION QUESTIONS:

1. The session objectives were clear to me.

The session objectives were reached.

- '

3. I have obtained new and helpful information
in this session.

4. The speaker had a thorough knowledge of his/her
subject matter.

This workshop was well planned.

The speaker provided teaching methodologies
T can use to meet the needs of my students.

7. I would like to see future vorkshops prese_ted
in this same manner.

9.

I feel that I will need additional support in
order to implement what was presented in this
session.

-ill be able to go back to my classroom and
lement the ideas presented.

10. 1 was able to ask questions and/or express. my
opinions,

11. 1 am eager to try some of the Ideas.

12. On the following scale, please compare this
Workshop with other workshops you have

`attended.

II AND % BY RESPONSE

YES

N

NO

13 93 1 7

13 93 1 7

12 86 2 14

13 93

13 93 1 7

NA NA NA NA

7 54 6 46

NA NA NA NA.

NA NA NA NA

. Poor Average Excellent

1, 7 6

7 50 43



EVALUATION RESULTS

COOPERATIVE IN-SERVICE

TOPIC Assertive Discipline

DATE August 24, 1982

SPEAKER Alan Axtell

WORKSHOP EVALUATION_QUESTIONS:

The session objectives were clear tome.

The session objectives were reached,

I have obtained new and helpful information
in this session.

4. The speaker had a thorough knowledge of his er
subject matter.

S. This workshop was well planned.

6. The speaker provided teaching methodologies
I can use to meet the needs of my students.

7. I would like _ see future workshops presented
in t111s same manner.

I feel that I will need additional support in
order to implement what was presented in this
session.

be able to go back to my classroom and
Amplem n,t the ideas .presented.

10. 1 was ab
opinions.

T am eager

k questions and /or express my

ry soin of the ideas:

12. On the following scale, phase compare.this
workshop with other workshops'you have
attended. .

# AND % BY RESPONSE

YES

N

221 99

219 96

200 91

219 97

215 96

212 95

178 30

125 58

211 95

209 97

213 97

20

NO

4

4

12 5

44 20

89 42

11 5

Excellent

133

61



TOPIC

DATE

SPEAKER

EVALUATION RESULTS

COOPERATIVE IN-SERVICE'

Stress Management

August 23, 1982

Gaylon Norris

WORKSH ©P EVALUATION QUESTIONS:

The session objectives were clear to me.

Thu session objectives were reached.

I have obtained new and helpful information
in this session..

4. The speaker had a thorough knowledge. of his/her
subject matter.

This workshop was well planned.

The sPtaker provided teaching methodologies
I can use to meet the needs of my students.

7. 1 would 'like to see future workshops presented
in this name manner.

I feel that I will need adetio al support in
order to implement what _d n this
session.

will be able to go back to y class o and
implement the ideas presented

10. 1 was able to ask questions and /or express my
opinions.

11. I am eager-to try. some of the ideas.

12. On the following Scale, please compare
workshop with other workshops you have
attended.

2

# AND % BY RESPONSE

YES NO

N

209 100 -

209 100 -

205 98 2

209 99 1 1

208 99 1 1

184 91 18

187 91 19 9

95 51 93 49

176 92 15 8

196 97

199 96

22



EVALUATION RESULTS

COOPERATIVE IN- SERVICE

TOPIC Sehavior Modification

DAIS? August 73, 1982

SPEAKER Dr. Floyd Hill

WORKSHOP EVALUATION UESTIONS:

1. The session objectives were clear to me.

2. The session objectives were reached.

3. I have obtained new and helpful information
in this session.

4. The speaker had a thorough knowledge of his/her
subiect matter.

This Workshop was well planned.

T_- speaker provided teaching methodologies
can:lase-to meet_the needs of my students.

I would like to see future workshops presented
in this same manner.

I feel that I will need additional support in
order to implement what was presented in this
session.

be able t go back to my classr6om and
implement the ideas prdsented.

10. I was able to ask questions and/or exprefs my
opinions.

11. ager to try some of the ideas.

i2 On the fol6wing scale, please,compare this
workshop with other workshops you have
attended.

21

# AND % BY RESPONSE

YES

N N

NO

49 98 1 2

49 100

40 82 9 18

50 100

48 98 1

47 96 2 4

41 85 7 5

19 41 27- 59

42 =98

33 15 11 15

44 96, 2

Peer Average Excellent

N 1 - 11 .37

2 22 76



WPIC

DATE

SPEAKER

EVALUATION 'RESULTS

COOPERATIVE INSERVICE

Development of Lifetime Sports

August 23,.1982

Dr. Morris Johnson

WORKSHOP EVALUATION QUESTIONS:

-Cho session objectives were clear to me.

The session objectives were reached.

1 have obtained'new and helpful information
in this session:.

4. The speaker had a thorough knowledge of his/her
subject matter.

5. This workshop Baas well. planned.

6. The speaker provided teaching methodologies
I can-use to meet the needs of.my students.

7. would like to see future workshops presented
in this same manner.

I feel that I will need additional__ support in
order to implement what was presented in this
session.

9, I will be able to go back to .my classroom and
implement the ideas presented.

10. I was able to ask questions and/or express my
opinions.'

11. 1- am eager to try some of the ideas.

12=

# AND % BY RESPoNSE

YES NO

On the following scale, please compare this
workshop with other workshops you have
attende

Poor Average
dt

4

12

Excellent

30

0 88

22



EVALUATION RESULTS

COOPERATIVE IN-SERVICE

TOPIC Paraprofessionals - -Working in Interpersbnnel Relations

PATP August 24, 1982

SPEAKER Dr. Linda O'Neal

WORKSHOP LUATIONQUESTIONS:

I. inc vssion objectives were lear to me.

The session objectives were reached.

I have obtained new and helpful info _ation
in this session.

4. The speaker had a thorough knowledge of his/her
subject matter.

5. This workshop was well planned.

6. The speaker provided teaching methodologies
I can use to meet the needs ,of my students.

I would,like to see future workshops presented
in this same manner.

8. I Gael that I will need additional support in ,

order toimplement what was presented in-this
session

1

I.will he-able to go back to my classroom and
implement the ideas presented.

10. 1 -"was able to ask questions and/or express my
opinions.

11. I am ry some of the ideas.

On the following scale, please compare this
workshop with other workshops you have T

'attended.

--, 23 -

AND % BY RESPONSE

YES

100

80 100

80 100

80 100

79 98

74 96

75 9.6

40' 53

77' 99

7'7 97

74

NO

2



EVALUATION RESULTS

COOPERATIVE IN-SERVICE

TOPIC Safety in the Classroom

DATE August 23, 1982

SPEAKER Dr.-Doug Pertain

WORKSHOP EVALUATION UESTIONS:

YES

1. TAQ session objectives were clear to me.

The session objectives were reached.

BY' RSPON9E

NO

N

28 1O0

28 = 100

I have obtained new and helpful information 24 86
in this session.

4. The speaker had a
subject matter.

thorough knowledge of his /her

This workshop was well planned.

6. The speaker provided teaching Methodologies
I can use to-meet the needs of my students.'

I would like to see future workshops presented -
In this same manner.

T feel that I will need additional support. n
order to implement what was presented in this
session.

will be able to go back to mclassroom and
implement the ideas - presented.

10. 1 was able,to Agit questions and/or expr
opinions.

I am ctiger to try some of the ideas.

12. On the following ,scale, please compare this
workshop with other workshops you have
attended.

28 100

27 96

-23 82

25 .

12 46

'25 89

28, 100

23 85

14

18

93

14

11

N

Poor. Average

9

33

Excellent

18

67-
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Aon # 2:

RESPONSES BY DISTRICT BY CONSULTANT

DISTRICT

:ONSULTANT

Medina
Valley

Hondo Bandera Devine Lytle _Natalia Son

Yes

N %.N
No

I N

Yes

/ N

No

/ N

Yes

'% N

No

%

Yes

N % N

Nn

/

Yes

N 1 N

Na

%

Yes

N N

No

%

Yes

N

r Child A , 23 II 5 100 s - 4 _100 - - 15

Child (A__ 24 ) 25 100 - 24 89 17 17 100 - - 1 9 1 7 17 10C

1 JiMenez 75 4 25 10 83 17 9 75 25 4 50 4 50 67 1 33 2 100 - 7 7C

3=). Bar 4 100 94 2 6 5 100 - - 2 100 - - 19 9, 5 12 100 - 9E

Ja Tx,._E,at_y.__.51a1_

Lnjrie 8 73

2 33 7 1 36 100 - 20 100 - - 18 90 2 10 1.9 -95 1 5 34 94

3 27 5 63 3 37 - - - 3 100 - -- -' - 7 10(

Alexander 20 91 2 9 13 100 10 100 - 10 83 17 4 100 100 - la

4an old 19 100 - 22 100 - 1100=

4 100 -

-

-

-

6 100

- -

-

- -

17 9ziudson 10 83 2 17 12 86 2 14 10 91 1 9 8 80 2 20

L-D__---c 22 100 - 3 100 - - 20 100 100 - - 1 ipp - - o 100 9.10(

Ira Wof f ard 3 100 2 100 1 100 - - 2 100 - 2 100 - 1 100 - - 2 10(

3"
d 2 100 - -, - 2 100 - 1 100 1 100 - - - 2 10(

;race Grimes 2 100 8 100 - - - 3 100 - - - -

Axtell \

3n No-- i

3 9 93

44 100

3

-

7 35

43

95

100

5

-

30

20

1 0 - 31 97 2 96 1 4 10 00 2 9J

100

,

-

-

-:

2a_loo

10L100

1 100

- 15 100 _7_15 100 ± - 35_10C

6 101

4

7 4L101

3 10(

Flo d Hill 100 - 13 _1 100

-

- 2 100

2 100

-

-

3 100

4.100

- -

lorris_Johnso 1 2_ 100 3 100 - 5 100

Anda O'k- 1. 19 100 - 20 100 - 7 100 100 - 9 100 = 8 100 - -

u Parrain 7 100 - 4 100 - 2 100 = 8 100 - 2 100 - 2 100



on 3:

RESPONSES BY DISTRICT BY CONSULTANT

info-rma -!:13 t S0S84.

DISTRICT

NSULTANT

Medina
Valley

Hondo Bandera Devine Lytle Natalia Some

Yes

N % N

No

I

Yes._

N 7N
No

1

Yes

N 71%1

No

7N
Yes

7.N
No

7N7.
Y__ No

N %

Yes

N % N

Na

7

Yes

N

Child A 23 73 3 27 17 94 1 6 8 09

17 81

1'

_4

11

19

9 90 1 10 4 N 1 -:20 4 100 - 5 88

Child (Aug. 24)_ 21_ 84 4 16 18 72 7 _20 21 78 6 22 13 _M 4 =14 12 86 2 14 15 88_

Jimenez 4 57 3 43 8 67 4 33 6 50 6 50 4 57 3 43 1 33 2 44.57 2 100 - 9 82

v Barlow 25 100 32 91 3 9 5 100 - 27 96 1 4 19 90 2 :=10 10 83 2 17 17 94

Lau -hurt 51 8 1 2 31 91 3 9 35 100 - - 19 95 1 5 18 86 3 4 18 90 2 10 34 94

Brie 7 64 4 36 5 63 3 37 - - - - 3 100 - - - - - - - - 7 100

xander 19 86 3 14 11 85 2 15 10 91 1 10 83 17 3 n 1 5 3 100 85

mold
tdsou

-

7 50

-

7 50

18 100 - - - - 22 100 - - 1100 - -- -

11 73 4 27 7 54 6 46 =7 64 4 36 3 W 3 =30 2 33 4 67 15 75

n Felux 23 100 - _ 100 - 22 iOn I - 5 100 - - 19 100 10 100 - - 9 100

A Wof fard 3.100 2 100 - 1 100 - 2 100 - 2 100 - 1_100 - - 2 100;

der 2 100 _ - - 2 100 .1 100 - -_ _1100 - 2 100

ace Crimea. 2 100 - 7 3 1. 12 - - 3 100 - - - -

33. 83_

44 98 1 2

:34 92 3 8 29 97 1 3 28 88

20 100

4

-

12_

-

22 NO

14 93

_- - 18 100

15 100

30 91.tall

tNorris 413 100 - 20 100 - - - 34 :97

d Hill 8 62 9 36_ 11 92 1 -1 -100 9 90 1 10 2 NO 3 100 6 85

rris Johnson 12 100 - 3 100 5 100 - -- 1 100 - -2 N O - 4 100 - 4 100
1

mda O'Neal 19 100 - 20 100 7 100 -_ .= 8 100 _ - 9 NO

--_-- _-_ __--

8 100 - - 4 100

u Pa a u 6_ 86 1 14 _ 4 100 - 2'100 - - .6 75 2 25

_

2 100 -2 100 - 67
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RESPONSES BY DISTRICT BY CONSULTANT

kat I zo:77,E nc,; 2,27di_tion7 l zturrort order 2- i'mple. -2 wao rywented

DISTRICT

)NSULTANT

. Medina
Valley

Rondo Tandera Devine Lytle Natalia Some

N

Yes

% N

No Yes

N N

No

'
Yes

N Z N

No

f
Yes

N

No

N %

Yes

N %

No

N %

Yes

N 7

No.

N%N
Ye_

Child Au- 23 2 20 8 80 2 17 15 83 12 7 88 3 33 6 67 3 60 2 40 2 67 1 33 5 33

Child (Au -. 24) 12 52 11 48 14 58 10 42 7. 37 12 63 10 38 16 62 7 47 8 53 8 67 4 33 8 53

ene2 2 33 4 67 6 55 5 45 7 64 4 36 - 5 50

l Barlo 18 75 6 25 18 58 13 42 3 60 2 40 11 3 17 61 9 53 8 47 6 50 50 11 65

no Lau -here 26 52 24- 16 52 13 38 21 62 11 65 6 35 7 41 10 8 42 11 58 21 64

Frio 7 64 4 36 7 88 1 12 - - - 4 57

Alexander 11 50 11 50 6 50 6 50 3 27 8 73 4 33 8 67 3 75 l 25 2 67 1 33 6 50

an old - 72 5 _28 - - 18 86 14 1 100

udson
N T APPL CABLE -

yn Felux 6 27 16 73 3 100 - - 9 41 13 59
--

4 80 1 20 12 63 7 37 5 50 50 4 _44

ra Wof -ard 1 33 2 67 1 50 1 50 - - 1 100 - 2 100 - - 2100 - 1 100

vder
race Grime

2 100 - - 2 100 - -
N_

tell 18 47 20 53 29 78 8. 22 13 45 1 12 9 1 61 15 010_ 40 14 82 18 60

n Norris 10 49 21 51 21 57 16 43 8 10 56 13 6 5 8

lovd Hill 5 38 8 62 6 55 5 45 - 1 100 4 40 6 60- 2 100 - - - 3 100 40

or ohns n 9 75 3 25 3 100 - 3 60 2 40 1 100 -_ 1 50 _1 50 '75 1 2 i _e e

inda O'Neal 2 63 7 7 0 47 9 53 5 71 2 5 71 6 67 33

ou Partain 50 3 __50 25 75 50 1 50 75 2 25 - 2 100 - - 2 10 1
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RESPONSES BY DISTRICT BY CONSULTANT

caie, please compare ter: workshop w77-th other workshopsps Yyou have titter Zed: Poor

DISTRICT

qSULTAT

Medina
Valley

Honda Bandera Devine Lytle Na alia Barr

.

Poor Avg. Exc.roor Avg. Exc.Paor Avg. Exc.Paor Avg. Exc.'oor Avg. Exc Poor Avg. Exc.Foor Av

N 1 3 7 2 6 10 - 4 5 - 4 3 2
Child 8/23) 27 64 11 33 56 33 67 56 - 100 100 13 4

N - 9 13 1 13 10 1 10 9 1 21 6 1 8 6 1 3 10 -
Child (8/24 41 59 4 54 42 50 45 4 75 21 53 40 7 21 72

N 3 3 1 2 7 1 2 7 3 3 4 1 - 2
en % 43 43 14 20 70 17 - 67 3 100 18

N 17 1 4 9 19 - 4 8
y Barlow _ -

9 43 , 11
21

- 28 3 17 - 1 9
-- 1

rile Laughert - 1 4 - 8

1 6 4 - -
Erie

7 5 36 - 100 - - -
N 1 5 15 4 8 3 5 2 2 - 2Alexander
% 24 71 - 67 27 4 5 - 1 0 67
N - 1 18 - - 2 19 - 1 -

ngald 7 - - - - 5 95 - - .- 10 '0 - 100 - -
N 3 5 4 - 11 3 3 4 5 9 1 - 1 3 2 1

dean
% 25 42 33 - 79 21 25 33 42 - 90 10 _ 17 17 50

7 14 - 3 - 4 17 .- 5 11 1 9 -
n Fe lux

32 64 - 100 - 19 81 - - 100 31 69 - 10 90
- - 3 1 1 - - 1 - 1 1 - 2 1 -

. far ffard
A - 100 50 50 00 - -0 - - 0 - 1_00N- - 1 - - -

der 7 0 - so
- - - - - - - -

ace Grimes i - -
xtell 20 17

4-
- 9 t 28 1

4_
8 18 19 13 11 14 s 1 17 1

_50
10 34 - 7 35 6 13 4 16Norris 7 23 77 6 8 8 0

N - 8 11 - - 2oyd Hill .
33 67 - 15 8 1_10 - 0 - - 10a 67 14 1

rris Johnson
k

2
18

9
2

-
-

2
100 100 100

-
-

- 1

100
1 2

67
N - 6 14 1 18 6 1 7 - 1 6 - 7oda O'Neal 0 70 5 95 14 2 88 - 14 86 - 00 -

, 2 4 - 1 3 2 - - 5 - -
u8 Partain - 67 - 25 75 100 37 63 i i - 10
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Comm s from Betty Child's August 1982 In- service, Medina Vallei

Thank you for the book--It will be most helpful--

- Many good ideas were presented in this workshop and I feel I can use
many of these ideas in the classroom.

- Some ideas were interesting and possible to be used.

The Presenter only read through her book and waste time. Better
if we had had the hours we wasted,th s morning read book before
the session.

- This workshop was very informative and well presented.

Glad to have the booklet--Good ideas

- Enjoyed you and the information-I learned someth ng...elhanks!

- It's terrific having a book to take home and use as a reference.

This material given by Betty Child is very useful in the classroom.

I- learned and enjoyed

No enthusiasm-Please don't read the handout to us- D scussion among
us regarding how we do these would be helpful.

- The handout (Reading in the English,Classroom) is very good. I

appreciate it very much.

- Excellent!

Does not apply to my field--but can use some of these ideas on my
counseling with some students with problems.

I am an Art teacher but enjoyed Ms. 'Child's lecture and plan to use some
of. her methods in Art history and on filMs, etc...

The workshop was OK but very little applied to me. The materials Are
designed for more advanced students than I teach.

- -Interesting

Workshop d id not pertain to my specialty. I teach reading not English.
I need help to reach students who come to me with a very low level of
reading skills.

She failed to correlate page numbers'with material,: but ected us
"know the place." She didn't define terms,"Fish."

an educated person. I resent being read to in a workshop. This
is the poorest way to present a workshop. To read the handout to the
-educators in the group

= Thorough knowledge of subject matter--presented in an interdsting manner

Was completely about teaching English classes. Not related.to other
areas.

Did not apply to, my subject area.

- Great Speaker!

- it was interesting. (I'd like to have a meeting with other librarians.

-39-



nts from Betty Child's August 1982 In-service -- continued

The presentation of this workshop was excellent for the English
Language Arts teacher, but of little value for the Creative Arts
teacher.

Very well presented; informative; helpful--plan to use the material
presented.

While good information was offered, it could have been presented in
a more enthusiastic manner. Still, Ms. Child is obviously a skillful
educator.

A very excellent presentation and the in:_ 'cation shared was most
useful.

Excellent! I really appreciate the handbook!

- Very informative especially in English and reading.

bore interaction planned. Group response--role playing would help
.Leei teachers

- 40
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Comments from Betty Child's August 24th Inservice Meeting -- Medina Valley

Informative information about TABS scores and ideas to bring up scores.

- Through the workshop was presented lat in the day, it could have been
better organized with stated objectives.

You must have been a great teacher:

- Although low-key, this presentation was very. interesting information

- Very informative.

- Average

- y excellent presentation

- Very nice:

I am very familiar with TABS because I have coached students (Fifth Grade)
for the past 3 years.

- Some coaches do TEACH.

- Couldn't have been better.

- Good speaker

Most of the information I have received in previous workshops.

Super as usual:

I wish I was more aware of TABS before coming.

Excellent workshop, Mrs. Child--I.enjoyed it.

I feel people do not realize how important reading and writing are to a math

student., Math reading and writing must be taught also.

- She was very knowledgeable.

- Very good; gave me a boost for the year.

- Our attention was poor due to the fact that I think we have heard so much

about TABS

- Most of information read to us--give us ditto and we can read-for ourselves.

\ '

- Mostly, writing was discussed, in relation to TABS. This has little
application \to my area.

- This workshop Wasn't 'very_helpful to me because I am new to this state and
I have neverAused the TABS before, so I couldn't,join in the evaluation'

of it

I feel as if she had an awfully dull subject to work with. .

- The information was interesting. I do not give TABS Tests--so many of the
questions are not applicable to my assignment.

- This session was a very slow moving and unintersting meeting. Not every one

present could use the materials presented.

- I like having my own: copy'of test objectives--thanks:

The TABS handout is great:

- 4i



Comments from Betty Child's August 24th Inservice meeting continued

- Didn't really apply-I'm not a 3rd - 5th - 9th grade teacher. I did get
helpful ideas.

- Very practical

Very informative - -we would need be informed of =any changes in TABS.

I enjoyed it.

- I need materials which address these objectives and give more teaching ideas.

This subject did not pertain to my field--Physical Education:

NOt related to teaching field or subject matter.

to



Comments from Linda Jimenez's August -_ 198? In-Service--Median Valley

Everybody was confused as to why we were in this workshop--lack of
communication all the way down the line:

- Enjoyed and benefited from presentation.

Very good

Speaker did not know the length of the session

Mrs. Jimenez was not given adequate information
was expected or planned for her time-wise.

- Lack of communication among planners and presenters

concerning what

I did not know the topic until five minutes after workshop began.

Wasted time

Theories are fine but so is practical application and experience.

Teachers were very rude and I apologize for them. Needed more
concrete examples -- opening warm-up would have been good I feel.

- The material could have really been usefulthat was presented will
be effective--however a better structure would help.

Speaker was good--I felt like she had not been informed of what
was expected of her.

- Interesting, well planned presentation.

- Since I don't know how\to fill this out, I'll just say that the
information parted was interesting but not very useful in my
classroom.

Good speaker but confused on agenda. Would be helpful to us to know
ahead of time what the topic should be.

- 43 -



Comments from Beverly. Barlow's August 24, 1982 InseiV ce -- Medina Valley

I don' t mind being told. Best of the workshops

Great: I really enjoyed it.

- I like workshops where we do not divide in groups.

- Very well don.: Neat.

- I-would- like to select my own choice of workshop. (16 comments)

You did a goo d job'
Give us a choice: Also, I dislike workshops that tell you about

the neat haridouts they had!

would like z o know what inservice I'm going to before I get to
it. Interesting kept us busy.

I do like the option of choosing my in-service activities - -am glad
I was sent -rxere, however -- excellent program.

Most helpful workshop of the sessions.

I do not like being assigned all the workshops. Also do not like
assignedluriches (could set up a table for ticket swapping?)

enjoVed the workshop and learned some different ways to motivate
i_a childand different things that you can look within a child.

I would like -co have known what the workshops were to be about that
I was expected. to attend. (2 comments)

I enjoyed the four basic types of people CS, AR, AS, CR. Really
enjoyed the session.

- Tried to cover too much in time rted.

- More time needed to cover ma eri ,hroughly.

- First one

Very enjoyable , -would like it again.

Beverly Berlow- did a very fine job considering the constant interrup-
tions from -che address system and the loudaeSs. It was disruptive
and interfered with learning.

I would love -Co attend another workshop presented by Mrs. Barlow.

- Thorough and complete

No one oudast=andS how to use this form.'

Terrific - -where the loudspeaker was OFF.

- Very good presenter

- Much new info r=ation presented -- Thanks:

- Very well preented

Too simplesti and too much material and too many concepts introduced

Need a Map of School. Do not eappreciate being told where to go and not
even knowing what the lesson will be on before the class -- although -all
the classes a =e good.

- 44 -



Beverly Barlow's comments - continued

- Well balanced and complete

- I enjoyed the workshop but would have preferred to choose it myself
than to have it chosen for me.

Thank you for handouts--these are so helpful in our classrooms.

Had to try to put much good information in too short a period of ti--

Very knowledgeable and gets points across! Great!

Not enough time

- I enjoyed it

- I got confused with some of the terms -- abstract, concrete, random,
specific. Need more answers--how to deal with different modes of
learning.

I would like to choose my own workshops --i enjoyed this one but others
were appropriate for me.

Al3ow time "buffer" for unexpected interruptions such that departure
time will be more exactly according to assurances.

- NEEDED MORE TIME! GREAT. My objective of learning something new
was reached. THANKS!

Enjoyed having



Comments from Dr. aughercy's August

Very interesting! (11 comments)

- You made my day!!

1982, Inservice -Medina Valley

Workshops should not be assigned, but chosen. (6 comments)

I thoroughly enjoyed this speake and session. (19 comments)

Dr. Laugherty is a fantastic speaker!!

Excellent and appropriate anecdotes and other witty sayings (7 comments)

I like your style. Come out and give our administrators a pep talk!

Good speaker! Sorry I didn't take a course under him when I attended
UTSA.

Excellent speaker /presentation (22 comments

Held the attention of his audience

would like to take an academic course with this
speaker.

no you teach these things in your classes?

Wish he had handouts. Wish they had one workshop for NEW teachers--
this would be .helpful.

- At last something new was offered. This was not a review but something
new in inservice--we need more.

I appreciate his "down to earth practical suggestions /ideas /
information (20 comments)

Well prepared/ organized (2 comments

- More inservices should be conducted in this manner.

Ask him to come again! (4 co -ents)

Got me interested in looking more into this area.

- Would have preferred more "hands-on" techniques with parenting-
counseling.

- The room was much too cold! Please don't play with change while
speaking--its very distracting. .

Outstanding--very.wo-thwhile and useful for teachers and administrators.

Wish you were our Junior High Principal.

- 46-
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comments continued (Wayne Laugherty)

Would like to see you make tours speaking on the many topics you
demonstrated capability in.

This came from experience which _- refreshing.

Interesting --b9_ not of much use to me.

Glad to hear someone talking about putting the child /his parent first!

Best session I have attended in my long teaching career.

Best in three years of In service.

The best speaker I've heard yet., (2 comments)

A little long

47.



Corerit EE3 from Martin Frie's August 1982 Medina Valley In-E5ervice:
"%..

My first workshop very well planned.

I would like some copies of some of the handouts he

Not what I expected. Could have used this valuable =mime on'something
that would had more meaning in the classroom. This I±aappens every
year, all the teachers ought to know what is best fom= our classroom.

Speaker did not care to have people assayed_ to his v.gorkshop.
Neither did I, but I'm glad you assigned.

Teachers should have been given the choice ofwkshc=Dps to attend.

Too little time to cover all this topic..

I enjoyed the session but resented' the fact that we v.-were assigned
to a session without being able to choose. Ijnt sTudied six
hours graduate work this summer on E.S.L. So much o this was
repetition.

I wish we would have had more time to get intongthoElology.

I'd like some of your handouts.

Excellent speaker!

- 4.a
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Comments from Dr. Jacqueline Alexander's August 24 1982, In- service

Very interesting presentation (6 cowmen-

Excellent presentation (4 comments)

Very informative; (3 comments)

Enjoyed the presentation very much:

Dr. Alexander was very knowledgeable co

I have been to -one of your workshopsbefoe so the information
wasn't really new but your presentation was great: (2 comments)

Good--one of the best

Good presentation of useful material (4 comments)

Very good (5 comments)

Good speaker (7 comments)

This workshop on reading in content area
yet. (2 comments)

the most informative

I got some valuable in formation from aas wo- Tkshop (2 come

Adapted the material well to our needs even though the topic was
not applicable. (5 Comments)

This was a well planned workshop.- (3 corrimen s)

- Reading in. the Content Area is not applieabl Special Education
comments)

Topics more appropriate to special education should be considered.
--(3- comments)

The instructor and teachers were no dequatoly made -aware of what
to expect,- in advance.

The speaker went too fast .in her presdta iomum. I felt she was
bored as she, had little eye contact and "warn mess."



eats from Lou Mangold's August 24,1982, Medina V _lley In- Service:

Many good comments to make teacherstop and t<h _Ink how they
sound to students and other teacherS

It's'about time we are giving the gifted some h,elp.!

She-wasgreXt-.- Very: helpful and kept us awake -with good
information that can be used.

Very good (3 comments) .

Very informative and well prepared

Great workshop; much knowledge and enthusiasm

You are not only knowledgeablebut extremely utz:i_mulating. 1

would enjoy (and need) other workshops, V. J. 2:-:Saplau, Devine

Her 'presentation was exceIlerltas always. Wiuli we could have
her more _ ten._

I- Enthusiastic!

- It's good to see we are givi eome time to the ot1 r #end of the

line children.



ents mob Hudson's augus 1982 In Service, Medina Valley:

This was an historical type session. It wasn't intended to be used
in a c-__Iy to day class.

NotreiZievant to my teaching field -(14'comments

Tessin P=4 lecture

Defirlit=nely a scheduling mistake-- This:should have been for
guidattr-e people, not teachers.

This wc=prkShop should be for adthinistrator, counselors, testing
brofASaionals instead of social studies teachers. (2 comments)

excellint presentation (9 -Comments)

This i about the third or, fourth timd I have sat through this
same ty-=pe of workshop (tests, norms, scoring, etc.)

- Good it .formation on national tests (2 comments)

Not spe=taker's faultjor,1;oor rating

think= each teacher should have chosen sessions to attend. comments)

The sesr.sion was informative but too long (4 comments)

- No plam=ned interactibn of audience

Speaker-r knew his field (2,commen

Speaker-, was good , (2 comments)

The speaker)must know a lot but the subject so

interest= tins

How a regular teacher could make abetter test for in class u-
Vmuld.41,J=eve been helpful.

First workshop attended; no criteria with which to compare

In a m0--rninvsession'it might have, been more interesting to learn
how a s tandA17$1tes t is constructed.

Informa _tion good but most of it was not new to me. I utilize most
of this information already in Federal program and TABS evaluation

Informa- Lion interesting and applicable in certain areas

It was --valuable information, though not vital to my teaching field.
Perhaps would best be offered as an optional workshop.

Very in-_teresting. Gave me confidence. He used very good grammar in
his prezmentations. A charming speaker--Please have him again.

I am ab: ae to understand test scores a great deal more.

This wozrkshop was OK but the topic was not very useful.

Average

As being a secondary reading teacher (Title I), I would like to see
a works1,7hop for reading teachers describing new methods in reaching
problem readers.
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comments from Carolyn F AT-igust 24, 1982 Inservice -- Medina Valley

Carolyn Felix did 4 goo(-71 job presenting the workshop.
Math workshop for R Realing?
I liked being able to ac=tually make things for my classroom.

comments)

Good workshop; got many
use in class.

- An excellent Workshop.

new and good ideas; made a graph I will

(3 comments)
- Very good workshop! (3 comments)
- She is relaxed and holder the attention of her audience
- Well worth my time!

We did graphing ideas or 1y not the whole TABS fer K-5
I really enjoyed this sc-= ssion very much and I will have many new
ideas to take with me!

- Carolyn is the best: 1,c7ve having her This is my second time wi th
her. Would love more workshops with her.

- Mrs. Felix always has
and is interesting to
Helpful and enjoyable
Great ideas -- thanks!
I really enjoyed this
Great, practical
Organized, Efficient,

gr-od information to share, is well-prepared
13 sten to.

rkshop! comments

E fective
- Poor room assignmentNo ise bounced off the walls. Outside door

rattled noisily. Could -mot see overhead projections.
Enjoyed having the time to make some graphs.



Commeits from Barbara fard August Z3, 1982, Medina Valley In- Service=,

Need to keep closer tAbs on the time. Wanted to hear things not
ablp to get to before time was gone.

Enjo)ed---t-be -informal atmosphere.

Information washelpful, and interes ins, but it ran overtime and not
all items were covered.

We had nine items on agenda and time was planned until 4:00. But

some teachers left early because had rides with people who were
already out, therefore--not everything got covered. that was planned.
Also, because of ability to ask questions, this shortened time.

- Samples passed around were very inforRative;

Very useful for groups alikesmall session best.

Not enough time to cover in depth desired. Could easily have a
full days session. Best type of inservice to have and profitable.



Comments from Dan Ryder s August 24, 198'2 Medina Valley Workshop:

Excellent material, well presented--would like to implement ideas,
though some probably too advanced for my particular school at
this time.

This is the type of in-service workshop which does us the most good.

This workshop was most comprehensive!

Good handouts -- flexible format

The worshop was very beneficial

SIT7E;:.
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Comments from Dr. Grace ';rimes' August 24, 1982 -Services -Medina Valley

Not the speaker's fault. Workshop format and organization
inc:ff=ective. Need; to he revised consistent with evaluation
inform4tton f rc,m captured audience.

Very interesting information

- Content not relevant to my needs

ti



Comments from Alan Axtell's Aug__ 23, 1982 -Service - Medina Valley:

I have many questl that must be dealt with on a school level.

Difficult to hear comments) Needed to use mike (2 comments)

Needed more time it class to present whole workshop (5 comments)

Very good (8 comments)

Film was good--other time was a waste

Would like to see rest of film series (4 comments)

Excellent workshop (2 comments)

Very helpful and useful ideas/information to use in classroom

(11 comments)

I enjoyed it. (4 comments)

People smoked, talked and passed in and out of area. Cafeteria was
not appropriate place.

Good presentation on renewing old ideas: comments)

He seemed to be concerned with helping

This workshop has,-by far, been the most beneficial.

Crest speaker: (3 comments)

Role playing might have been good. Need to organize sharing of
materials to insure each school gets one.

Lost interest in speaker (2 comments)

Very impressed with film (4 comments)

- 1 feel the speaker Will be more assertive after more experience.

comments

This subject is pertinent.

Group too large (4 comments)

SOdaker failed"to repeat questions and comments of others so a great
deal of time was wasted.

The major problem is with administrators. Some need more information
in order to help and support teachers. (3 comments)

Wouldn't answer questions

Have done this workshop before/seen films before (10 comments)

Topic okey--needs updated

This presentation couldhave replaced the main speaker.

I have used this method and does work but it is time consuming.

My criticisms relate mainly to the films

have-been in better assertive discipline workshops. This one was, a

bit fuzzy at times.

An absolutely super presentation. We had an inservice last year in

A.D., but this gave me more options and a clearer idea Of how to

implement this plan.
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mments from Gaylen Norris' August 23, 1952, Medina Valley In-Service

Mrs. Norris gave a very interesting and informative presentation.
Her ideas on handling stress are great and can be carried further
than the classroom.

- Good speaker and information. Other workshops have been boring
at times or insufficient (nothing to use)

The presentation was very helpful. Will definitely be useful.

Learned that I have to slow down because at the rate I'm going
(I'll be dead very soon.) Have to learn to slow down. Take life
easier.

- It was very informative but I feel the session should be shorten
in time.

Mrs. Norris was thorough. Enjoyed very much.

All teachers need to go to this type of workshop.

- It was very informative. comments)

Enjoyed this workshop very much. (4 comments)

- I thoroughly enjoyed this presentation.

The speaker was very good.

Well planned, very helpful.

- The speaker was very good, she had a lot of interesting things;

( 2 comments)

- The speaker has a lot of interesting materials to present. Well
organized and a .good presentation.

- I have thoroughly enjoyed this lecture. As a normally stressful
person, I feel I have been helped. Thank you.

So far this workshop has been the only one I have attended that was
worthwhile my time. It was very relaxing and enjoyable. Our speaker
was very comfortable to work with.

Enjoyed this workshop very much.' Excellent speaker and` personality.

I loved

Perfect! If more teachers and aides practiced controlling
we would be happier, better controlled, thus help students:

7'57
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(3aylon Norris' comments continued--

- Too long

Individuall is the best workshop I have ever attended.

This was a very informative workshop. I do feel as though we
have gained a lot from

- One of the best presented in-service presentations and presenter-

Speaker was very informative and interesting. Would like to see
her at another workshop later in the year.

She was well out spoken and good orator. It was a fun workshop.

Nice program.

- Very interesting, learned a great deal. Thanks:

I found out how to relax and what to do.

- Would like for you to visit our campus_

Hope to have Gaylon back for more

Very good--would enjoy more time.

Very interesting and enjoyable.

- Very good: (2 comments)

Some type of this workshop should be offered each year.

Would have loved to have had my wife here as we rated over 700 on
S.R.E.

She was a very good presentatorl It's an interesting field--but
three years in a row is enough. (She indicated under question seven
that she had str ss management twice this summer)

- Interesting -(2 comments)

O.K.

- Wonderful, inspiring--"hope for future

- Very positive attitude--Thanks

- Very informative, useful, and entertaining..

A very competent presentation and very interesting

- Good self-evaluation imndouts.

have her back.
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Gavlon Norris' comments continued-

Made a fun workshop, especially when she was humorous. Excellent
as speaker very informative.

Excellent presentation (3 comments)

- Very helpful and interesting. It was well presented and a very
relaxed atmosphere.

- It was very helpful to me.. Enjoyed it.

Very well presented. Wouldn mind more workshops like this.

Mrs. Norris was excellent.

asc

Too hot in the band hall, but found a lot of useful things in
this workshop.

The instructor was very good. She was willing to answer questions.
I really did enjoy her.

Gaylon was a great speaker and very helpful to me. I enjoyed this
very much.

still is the same pie average - -accep and go on.

I enjoyed this workshop above. all I've aver attended. She was
very well informed and presented her program very understandably.

Interesting. Speaker did a fine job.

I erdbyed this workshop very much. It was very well presented.
The best workshop I hava ever attended.

Simply the BEST EVER workshop in seven years of attendance at such.

I enjoyed the workhsop. I am going to try to implement this into
my life.

This area bf in- service is not interesting to me.

A wonderful speaker. Very easy going and easy to talk to.

- You were very good. Hope we have more workshops like this one.

- One of the best workshops I have ever attended!

- This workshop was very interesting and well worth the time. I learned

many meaningful things ebOut stress and life.

One of the best workshops presented. (2 co ents)
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Norris comments continued - -

- Would like for additional workshopn in my campus be done
around mid-term.

New and interesting

- Sorry everyone didn't get to attend this workshop.

Very interesting and rewarding

This is the best of the workshops - -very up-to-date and interesting.

Great

- I have had several stress management activities in courses dealing
with human relations.

- Very good, helpful ideas and suggestions! Should be very useful
in teaching school:

- She was very good and very knowledgeable aobut her field.

_
Wondertul: Excellent presentation.

Finally--an inservice session that I could relate to anduse.

The workshop was good. However, one statement bothered me--the one
about always having food on our tables. I have lived beneath
poverty level and haven't always known where food was coming from
to feed my children.

This was by far the best presentation I have attended concerning
Stress Management. Would be interested in other presentations by
this speaker.

- Would have liked to have heard activities related to young children
that would be classroom oriented.
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COMMents Dr. Floyd till's August 1982 In- Service, Medina Valley:

Unfortunately I have had many hours -of
so I am not a good person to rate this

graduate work on this subject
session.

This was my first workshop

Too long (2 comments)

I have already heard this from a course which I took in 1972.

- The workshop was excellent. The form needs revising.

With a special education background, B.
seem a good idea to present this lec
teacher. (2 comments)

think the workshop was very rewarding.
presented and detailed.

Informative (2 comments)

- Form needs explanation!

I have had courses in college on B. Mod. I find the presentation to
have been a good refresher on B. Mod. techniques and principles.

It would have been better had the airconditioning functioned properly.
It is difficult to absorb whip one is in physical discomfort.

Mod. is not new --it would
to the regular classroom

The information was well

Dr. Hill seems better organized in each presentation that I am
privileged to witness. (That's from an already effective starting
point.),

A session in selected aspects of Psych. I--poor timing for this
preSentation.

Dr. Hill is very competent in his field.

I especially enjoyed the scheme given
Heavyherst(?)'s diagram.
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Comments from Dr. Mor August 1982 Inservice7-Medina Valley

Very interesting and informative:

The speaker was very interesting and informative. He had a sense of
humor and knew his subject well.

- Portions of this workshop would be valuable to elementary teachers
when planning, exercises for their class if they do not have a P.E.
teacher.

Very good

- Very, very good

- Very well presented, good knowledge of subject matter.

- This program was presented very well. It was inforrr_ative and enjoyable

- Very interesting and well handled. Enjoyed it.

- Good

Very well done
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Comments from Dr. Linda O'Neal's August 1982 Inse_vice -7-- Medina Valley

I really learned the do's and den't's in -elationship to the children.

This workshop was great - -I wish all of them could be this interesting --
All instructors were great.

These workshops were very helpful for us to help the students that
need love and attention. There are many students that we need to
touch.

Good presentation, good material to put in practice.

Enjoyed Sessions and Films

Enjoyed 16-very much

I hope that more people will be exposed to these materials.

I enjoyed workshop--well prepared--interesting.

I will apply much of what I l&arned in this coming year.

Out of all that I have attended this was definitely the very bes
Thanks!

- It was about time we had workshops that were useful for us the
paraprofessionals.

- Learned a lot about how to reach those that need it.

With a group this size, breaking us up was an excellent idea; this
way we got to know our group and share ideas.

This is the best workshop --It has been very helpful and informative.
I wish I had known this much when raising my own children.

Both were.great speakers.

Very enjoyable workshop. All sessions well planned.

These two days of inserVice have been the best I've experienced.
Today as yesterday was interesting and helpful.

This program was excellent, but it-was for younger child. It will
help me at home, but not in class.

I enjoyed this workshop very much.

The relaxation of the presentation was very impressive with what was
being presented.

I felt Mrs. O'Neal's presentation was of more benefit to me than the
Alternative to Punishment.

I thoroughly enjoyed this workshop. Very informative and well planned.
Hope to have more of these.

Thorough and totally beneficial

I really enjoyed this workshop and
learn more.
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Comments -- Linda O'Neal's Inservice continued

I feel O'Neal did a great oh of presenting her
was the only one that was hard to understand.

Good presentation

I thoroughly enjoyed all of the sessions and how I can use all of the
information!

I felt that I really benefited -from this workshop a great deal. Mrs.
O'Neal was very good with her presentation, etc.

session. The film
Tape had alot of static.

Well prepared and enthusiastic

The speakers knew what they were talking about and it was very enjoyable.

I enjoyed the program and the speakers were great.

I look forward to other workshops.
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Co e nts from Dr. Doug Partain's August 23, 198_ Inservice Meeting, Medina-Valley

- Avera

Material was no
attendance.

e_fit to some of the non-shop personnel in

- Very informative

The most useful workshop I ever attended

This workshop topic did apt apply to my subject matter. Information
was directed to other subjects.

Dr. Partain's presentation was good, but my feelings are that he was not
really excited about his subject matter. I would really like to see
some modern films or instructions in safety instead of old movies and
old ideas. (Note: This person rated the workshop Excellent) -

This workshop was very informative and I found it very helpful.

This program pertained more to the Industrial Trade programs.

More to the subject at hand

- This followed my curriculum. In the past workshops did not pertain to me.

- Well planned and factual, no nonsense or unnecessary verbage.
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APPENDIX

In-service Agenda.

Sample WEF
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04-WERATIV KVICE

(01' EVALUATION I

on objectives were clear to me.

Ttw scs c,n objectives were reached.

h hove obtained new and helpful information
in thi session.

Ihe spe
suhiecr

had a thorough knowledge of his /her

1. This workshop was well planned.

iho speaker provided teaching metlipdologies
o-in use to meet the needs of my students.

ould -like to see future workshops presented
this same manner.

6. teel that will need additional support in
order to implement what was presented in this
session.

I wil be able to go back to my classroom and
implement the ideas presented.

10. 1 was able to ask questions and express my
.'p anions.

I am eager to try some of the ideas.

On the following scale, please compare this
workshop with other workshops you have
attended.
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AND % BY RESPONSE

YES NO

N

%

Poor Average Excellent


